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Greetings to all of our Satanic Comrades.

We are moving back to the original schedule, and moving away from the Anti-War RTR's. Even if anything else was to remotely happen, the 'dates of power' of the enemy are off by now. So everything will more than likely be fine, unless their mind is fully snapped and they push, in which case, we will be watchful.

One of the reasons the enemy has also done so much fuss, is because also, Nationalism in Europe is rising. And they wanted to highlight such, Orban won at a huge margin in Hungary. Which is a step on the right direction, of protecting the living people of Europe. If such people are saved, Christianity is already dead meat, and by the passing of time, it is definitely a dead jewish hoax.

The jews are furious over the reality that Christianity never put deep or very factual roots in Europe in it's full rabbinical form, but was always being malformed by the Pagan character of Europeans, but this is in the race soul. So cleaning the contamination and falsification will not take much, as this is the European natural spirit. The same goes for all Gentile races. The jews call this openly they say our Souls are Satanic, and it's only a matter of time until we go on such mode again.

You take every turn in European capitals to see statues of Zeus and every other Pagan God, buildings in honours of the Gods in the Ancient Greek and Roman Rythym, and the list goes on. Sticking a cross on top of the Gargoyle Temples, nowadays called "Churches", and calling them "Christian" isn't even masking the obvious by sticking an ugly cross on top of them. Which the jews really know, that Europeans were never really "Christian". And that they can never really be such despite of claims.

They can only be misdirected to some extent in confusing their own Father, who is Satan, with some random fantastical rabbi, whose story they have whitewashed anyway. So the plan the jews have is Islamization and full extermination before we enter the Age of Aquarius and humanity starts waking up to a degree that control may be hard to force. If the jews miss the plan now, it's more than likely over.

And we will ensure of such.

So what remains out of such equation is simply the Nationalism, which we will later derail to Racialism by our work, not only for the Europeans, but for all races on earth, so they can find peace and understanding in their own existence.

For those impatient, remember two things: Large scale changes take time. Large scale cases are spiritual and we must keep the spiritual backbone of mankind in order to proceed against the terror of the enemy in defiance.
Here is the Schedule. We will do the 3 final days of such. After this there will be other interesting things we will be doing.
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